
 

 

Known iPad Glitches 

 iOS 7.1 

 

VO Glitches 7.1 

   

1.  *Pages OS 7.1:  Dragging your finger on screen does not move RBD braille 
(does not move VO cursor or I-beam either); works in iBooks textbooks like Life 

on Earth and Reach for the Stars but not in literary books. 

2.  * Pages:  When using the RBD and the rotor is set to lines, the I-Beam is one line 

below the VO cursor; this makes the displayed braille one line ahead of what VO 

is saying. 

3.   Pages: When using Read All commands, the print page does not change when VO 

moves to the next page.  (Teachers/parents/low vision students need to be able to 

see the text even while listening to VO.) 

4.   Pages: When scrolling multiple times (gestures, RBD, keyboard) up/down pages, 

VO focus does not follow properly – VO focus might jump to the Status bar, Tool 

bar, or bottom bar.  This is an inconsistent glitch; it is more apt to happen when 

scrolling multiple pages. 

5.   Pages: When scrolling, the braille might change, but the braille often does not 

move to the correct page, especially when there are multiple pages. Most often, 

the braille will display the first phrase or last phrase in the document, even when 

the print text is on a different page. 

6.  * Pages: Formatting – VO will not read automatic lettering and numbering.  

Teacher must manually modify documents and manually type in lettering and 

numbering. 

7.  * Pages:  VoiceOver/Braille display does not indicate words with formatting 

(underline, italics, misspelled, etc.). This is critical for educational purposes.  

Example:  "Define the underlined word" or "Is the underlined word an adverb or 

adjective?”  (Textbooks in iBooks does verbally indicate highlighted, italics and 

underlined words that user has added but does not use braille indicators on the 

RBD.  Literary books typically do not indicate highlights that have been added 

but may verbally indicate built-in formatting.  Pages does not verbally indicate 

formatted words nor does it display the braille indicators. 

8. ) Pages iOS 7:  VoiceOver does not indicate or read sticky notes in Pages.  In 

iBooks, left or right arrow will move through sticky notes. 

9.   Pages iOS 7.1 “Insertion point at end/start” print text should match where I-beam 

is located.  VoiceOver cursor box should match where I-beam is located.  If you 

are on the first page and double tap, the insertion point will move from the first 

word/last word of the document.  However, if you are on another page within the 

document, the insertion point will be from the first word to last word of that page. 

10. Pages: VO does not say “misspelled” only visually indicates with red line when 

there is a misspelled word. 

11. Pages:  Right or Left arrow (quick Nav On; RBD in Pages) will jump VO focus 

to the Tool bar.  

12. Pages, iOS7.1:  Selecting text (to be copied, etc.) using VO + shift + M does not 

work.  Does work in iBooks (such as Reach for the Stars).  Cmd + V worked in 



 

 

Pages when text was selected in ibooks and pasted into Pages. 

13. Control Key "sticks" when using the Control key by itself or Control + arrow key.  

Solution: press control + option and release simultaneously or release the control 

key first. 

14. Cannot move document outside a folder with Bluetooth keyboard or RBD. 

15. No “jiggle” command for RBD. 

 
 

VO Wish List 

1. RBD Commands for: 

• Move by paragraph (keyboard commands can move by Paragraph but RBD 

does not have a command) 

• Dictation 

• Jiggle command 

 
2.   *Add RBD & Keyboard Command to move VO cursor and I-beam to the last 

word VO verbalized. 

 


